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This" invention relates to a' synthesis of meth 
ane from carbon monoxide‘and steam; more par 
ticularl y it is vconcerned with' a synthesis in which 
producer gas is the source o'f the carbon mon 
oxide. In this manner“ a gas' of low- heating 
value is converted’ into one oi’high'B'; t. u. con 
tent'. 
Producer gas, although easily made from any 

available type of coal or coke, is of compara 
tively limited utility because of its extremely loiv 
gross*` heating. value of approximately 136B.r t. u. 
per cubic foot. While this ̀ gas is widely used in 
industry, it is not „ distributed Without enrich 
ment to the public", In addition, larger distribu 
tion lir'resare` required as` the use of a greater 
volume of gas is necessary to furnish any given 
quantity of heat.` Consequently, there is a need 
for an economical process for obtaining a gasof 
high heating value from the product of a sim. 
ple and inexpensive producer gas system. This  
richer gas should desirably be suitable for mix 
ing ‘with any heating gas in order that it may 
serve as an enriching agent for' manufactured 
gases andas an- extender for limited supplies of 
natural gas. Methane is ideal for the purpose in 
view of its high heating Value, low toxicity and 
theiclose similarity of its combustion characteris 
tics to those of" common natural gases. More 
over,.the` proper utilization of methane is already 
Well understood’by public utility companies',` serv- . 
icei'nen andï gas appliance manufacturers. 
Other processes’ for the synthesis of hydro 

carbons from carbon monoxide have involved> the 
preliminary removaly of inert-nitrogen from air 
and the burning` of coal or coke in relatively purev 
oxygen. However, elimination ofl nitrogen by 
liduefacti'on and fractional distillation off air is 
a very costly process, Further,.the extremely high 
temperatures produced' by the combustion of coal 
or` coke in oxygenintroduced maior design prob 
lems. 
avoids the disadvantages and dihiculties‘ inher 
ent in these steps. ‘ 
An object of the` invention is to provide a syn 

thesis for methane in which the only reactants»v ` 
consumed, are inexpensive and readily available. 

Ai secondobject ofA the invention is to provide 
an improved" method` for manufacturing a gas 
of high heating value. 
A third object ofthe invention is to provide a 

method for synthesizing methane from producer 
gas ̀ which does'not require-a preliminary removal 

`A fourth object` offthe invention is to provide 
a synthesis oifl methane which does not involve 
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burning coal or‘coke in substantially pure oxygen. 
A nfth object of the invention is to provide a 

ne‘vv' process for making methane in Which sub 
stantially'pure hydrogen is also produced. 
A sixth object of the invention is to provide an 

economical, continuous, cyclic process for pro' 
ducing methane andïhydrogen from inexpensive 
and readily available raw- materials; 
Other objects ofthe> invention will in part be 

obvious and Willin’ part‘appear'in‘the‘detailed de‘ 
scription hereinafter. 
The present invention concerns a cyclic proc 

ess for synthesizingAv methane from carbon mon 
oxide; preierably'furnishedby pr'oducer'gas, and 
steam in which a carbide-forming metal' is re' 
acted with steam at a sufficiently high tempera 
ture to producev hydrogen and an oxide of the 
metal. The metal oxide is‘ then c'arbided with 
carbon monoxide at al suitably elevated temper 
ature' and the metal carbide is reduced with the 
aforementioned hydrogen at a temperat'ure'high 
enough to prodnce‘inethaneïand‘ regenerate the 
metal. The invention accordingly comprises the 
several steps and the relation of one or more of 
such steps with respect to each of the others 
thereof, which vvill‘y be exemplified in the method 
hereinafter disclosed; and the scope` of thel in‘ 
vention will be indicated’ in the claims. 
The process of the present invention consumes 

only air, Water and either coal or coke in pro 
ducing‘ methane and hydrogen,` for theY metal 
in‘ powdered forni is regener‘atedl and recycled, 
while the hydrogen» required in one step is pro` 
duced in excess in ano-ther reaction~ Moreover, 
no extreme temperatures are encountered, since 
the' coal or eolie may be burnedin air rather than 
substantially pure oxygen. Nitrogen and' other ` 
inerts, as Well as» carbon dioxide, areeliminated, 
inexpensively and" Without difficulty byI merely 
venting allïga‘seons products‘of the carbiding re 
action‘to the atmosphere; alternatively, some or 
all of the nitrogen may be recovered in rela tively 
pure forni".` All of the chemical changes de 
scribed hereinafter are exothe‘rmic'and the Water 
employed as a coolant in a variety of heat' ex 
changersßprovidcs'- a more than ample supply of 
steam for the ̀ oxidation stepA In the preferred 
process #the oxidation; carbidi‘ng andlredu‘cticnre‘ 
actions are carried out simultaneously and con 
tinuously in different reaction zones` by circult 
ing the fluidized solids through the system. 
The base metal employed in the process is a 

reactant' and` not a catalyst in the true sense> of 
the term. Nevertheless, catalysts may beiadvan 
tageously used along with the carbide-forming 
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metal in practicing the present invention, for they 
permit the carbiding operation to be conducted 
at lower temperatures. Examples of such cata 
lysts include manganous oxide, manganese diox 
ide and copper, among others; and they are used 
in small quantities, as for instance 1% or 2% by 
weight of the metal reactant. 
Promoters in small amounts ranging up to 

1.5 % of the weight of the base metal may also be 
added to the carbide-forming metal or to the 
mixture of metal and catalyst. These substances 
increase the carbon content of the metal car 
bide, thereby permitting a reduction in the quan 
tity of primary metal employed in the process. 
Non-volatile alkali and alkaline earth oxides, as 
for instance the oxides, hydroxides and carbo 
nates of potassium, sodium, calcium, strontium 
and barium are suitable promoters. In general, 
it may be said that any catalyst or promoter 
which has been successfully used in the Fischer 
Tropsch synthesis will produce equivalent ef 
fects in the present process. 
Any metal capable of forming a carbide may 

. be utilized in this synthesis. Iron, cobalt, nickel, 
zinc, manganese, chromium, tin, and molyb 
denum constitute only a few of the metals 
available for the purpose. The first three named, 
which make up the fourth period of groupv VIII 
of the periodic table of elements, appear superior 
to the others, and iron is the preferred metal by 
reason of low cost and high activity. Best results 
are secured when the metal is in fluidized form 
in order to obtain the advantages inherent in 
a continuous, cyclic, ?luidized process in which 
the solid reactants are rapidly circulated while 
suspended in streams of gaseous reactants, and 
iiow under the influence of gravity like pseudo 
liquids developing pseudo-hydrostatic ñuistatic 
pressures after separation from the gas streams. 
Fluidized operations not only provide superior 
control of reaction temperatures but also afford 
maximum surface Contact between the reacting 
gases and solids. Moreover, due to the increased 
surface area of the fluidized solids, their chemical 
activity is enhanced and all of the reactions in 
volving them are carried out at lower tempera 
tures than is the case with larger particles. 
For the application of the fiuid technique de 

scribed herein, the powder should all pass 
through a Aiû-mesh screen. But to reduce the 
minimum transport velocity in the reaction cool 
ers and to minimize bridging or blocking during 
gravity flow down the hoppers and standpipes, it 
is desirable to have a range of particle sizes aver 
aging about 200-mesh or finer. 
The temperatures of each of the three reac 

tions involving a metal or compound thereof vary 
with the different carbide-forming metals; those 
required for iron, cobalt and nickel are set forth 
below. Pressures ranging from atmospheric to 
50 pounds per square inch gage (p. s. i. g.) are 
recommended for all three reactions, but higher 
pressures, up to say 500 p. s. i. g., may be justified 
in order to increase reaction rates or permit the 
use of smaller and less expensive equipment. 
As the source of carbon monoxide, producer 

gas is preferably employed in the instant process; 
its production is exemplified in the following 
equation: 

I. Air (7O2-}-26N2)|14C>14CO+26N2 
Water gas may be substituted but is less satis 
factory inasmuch as the relatively large quantity 
of hydrogen present reduces the carbon efñciency 
in the carbiding reaction. For the same reason, 
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4 
coke is a better fuel for the producer than coal 
inasmuch as coal producer gas contains a minor 
amount of hydrogen. 
Carbon monoxide from any other source may 

be used provided there are no excessive quanti 
ties of impurities which will inhibit or interfere 
with the carbiding reaction described below un 
less such impurities can be removed in a com 
mercially feasible manner. 
In another step a carbide-forming metal at an 

elevated tempera-ture is oxidized with steam to 
produce a metal oxide and hydrogen. 

An excess of steam, amounting to say 50%, is rec 
commended to obtain substantial completion of 
the reaction. The broad range of operative re 
action temperatures runs from '700 to 1200 de 
grees Fahrenheit for iron and from 800 to 1200 
degrees Fahrenheit in the case of either cobalt 
or nickel. Within these ranges higher tempera 
tures increase the reaction rate but reduce the 
yield slightly in the case of ñnely divided iron; 
accordingly, it is recommended that, with iron, 
the temperature be maintained between 950 and 
1050 degrees Fahrenheit. » , 

The oxide, such as iiuidized ferrosic oxide, is 
then reacted with the producer gasv to form a 
metal carbide. 

This reaction proceeds very rapidly and a more 
active carbide results when pressures ranging 
from atmospheric up to 30 p. s. i. g. are employed. 
It is thought that a variety of carbides of the se 
lected metal are actually produced, especially 
when ferrosic oxide is involved. However, the 
carbon content of the mixture of iron carbides 
appears to approximate that of ferrous carbide 
and the product may be regarded as ferrous car 
bide for all practical purposes. y’I‘he nitrogen in 
the producer gas is inactive in this reaction and 
the only effects due to its presence arise from its 
reduction of the carbon monoxide partial pres 
sure. In this instance only the solid resultant is 
essential in the present process, so the gaseous 
products as well as inert gases are usually vented 
to the atmosphere. However, a portion of the ex 
haust gases may be scrubbed free of carbon di 
oxide in any suitable manner to provide substan 
tially pure nitrogen which may be added to the 
excess of almost pure hydrogen produced in reac 
tion II to form a satisfactory feed for an am 
monia synthesis plant. In addition, the car 
bon dioxide may be recovered from the absorp 
tion liquid and recycled back to the gas producer 
where it will be reduced by the incandescent coke 
to carbon monoxide thereby increasing the car 
bon efûciency of the process. 
The yield of metal carbide is substantially that 

of theory when an excess of ferrosic oxide is em 
ployed. Where the carbon monoxide is in excess, 
an undesirable deposition of carbon on the fer 
rous carbide occurs. Not only does this reduce 
the carbon eñiciency of the process, but it also 
retards the subsequent reduction of the metal 
carbide to methane and iron. An excess of fer 
rosic oxide on the other hand increases the car 
biding rate and this excess of solids permits bet 
ter control of heat transfer throughout the sys 
tem without interfering with the other reactions 
of the process cycle. Thus, a deficiency of the 
oxide is disadvantageous and it should be present 
in at least stoichiometric proportions or an ex 
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emrbly sthe iexcessfof lferrosicuoxid'e aamounts` to ` 
50itos150‘%vover theory. ̀ 
.un particular advantage is realized here zby using 

acconcurrent flow ñuidized process `in that ithe 
` very fastreactionàrate .notslowed down` as itlis 
in the rëcasewol? a dense :phase 1 ñxed 1' or circulating 
bed ref‘iïerrosicbxide where ̀ the lrat‘eïis reduced 
by «the .introduction zof carbon .monoxide into 
solidsoÍ‘r'sub-normal:activitydue to their sub 
stantial fferrous carbide ̀ content ¿and also by'the 
increasing concentration oftcarbonldioxide as Ithe 
gase'szrise throughcthetbed. . l i 

„iSuitable temperature ranges ifor ‘the .carbiding 
operation aref‘450 to S800 degrees Fahrenheit in 
theicase I‘of iron, ‘550 to 650::1degrees Fahrenheit 
being preferred, and .300 hto ̀ e500 degrees ¿Fahren 
heit rior seither fcobalt „or nickel. . A‘I_‘owe‘rin‘g the 
temperature favors `the reaction «equilibrium 
while ̀ raising . it ‘increases ythe .reaction rate. 

`.cN-ext the metal carbide .~ is reacted I'with all or 
a ¿portion of ̀.the hydrogen ,produ-ced iin ‘reaction 
II. The‘fhydrogen reduces the .carbide Lto the 
metal and ̀'combines with the carbon liberated to 
form methane. . ‘l i 

lBlí’e'z‘C#SH2-»1'ólï‘e"-I-SCI-Ifl` " 

Moderately elevated ̀ pressures ̀ of a few atmos 
pheres favor the reaction, „while higher pres 
sures tend :to yield higher hydrocarbons than 
methane. With `stoichiometricl .proportions `of 
reactants this fairly rapid1reaction `proceeds to 
over »95% of completion, »and where hydrogen 
i-n‘fa `cílesirable `excess of about 10% is used, the 
yields aare very close to "that oi' theory.` It will 
be ¿noted that the hydrogen ,produced in .reac 
tion II amounts ̀ to one-third :more than is `re 
quired‘for reaction IV,«and all of this excess may 

p be employed in the latter reaction where ̀a `prod- 
uctggas of somewhatlower heating value islac 
ceptable. ̀ The ̀ operative »temperature range ̀ for 
iron »extends ̀ from 650 to 950‘degrees Fahren? 
heit" and the latter tñgure shouldnot ̀ be exceeded 
inasmuch as iron begins‘to soften and become 
somewhat tacky at 1950.1degrees. :For :iron `the 
recommended temperature range isfrom I'i50to 
8D01degrees Fahrenheit. Considerably less heat 
is Arequired for cobalt.or nickelas the tempera» 
turec‘may .range from ̀400 to ̀ 600 degrees »Fahren 
heit. 1 . 

Í‘The invention is best understood .byreference 
to ̀ the ¿accompanying drawing "which is `a .flow 
sheet of the-novel process in itsjpreferredform` 

iig-ure is, purely schematicinnature and is 
notlintendedto illustrate the optimum locations 
orldirnensions of any of theapparatus depicted. 
.Air .from the blower 1| is‘supplied` through 

valved Yline 2 to-gasproducer 3` Whichis prefer 
ably -ó`f theslagging type. The coke or coal feed 
for the .producer `enters through‘hopper li and 
the producer gas passes through line E to a 
waste yheat boiler `lì whereit gives ̀ up ̀ most ofits 
heat. Leaving through line l., the gas passes 
toa cycloneseparator 8 in which ̀ ily ash is re 
moved trom the gas stream. `Pipeç!) carries the 
`gas to a scrubber 'I0 Where it is scrubbed with 
Water to ̀ >further cool `it and ̀ remove lany dust, 
carbon or remaining ash. `Itiis thentransferred 
t'lfirîoughV line H . to i a` conventional sulfur removal 
unit t2. This ‘device need only be employed 
where ̀ the »sulfur content ofthe coke` or `coalkis 
sufficient to «inhibit the carbiding reaction, and 
anyiequipment suitable ‘i for removing‘rsulfur from 
Vcity-.gas „will `ser-ve -the `purpose here. rAt »this 
point the moisture «content .fof «the ¿producer y gas 
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isrëinsuni'cient ¿to iinterfere with :the ¿subsequent 
reaction with ferrosic oxide. ` 

1CNe‘xt the .gaseousmixture »consisting :chiefly 
o’f ‘nitrogen and »carbon 4.monoxide nproceeîls 
throu'g-hîîpipe I I 3 .into " transport uline »JM f where the 
hot ñuidized .ferrosi'c .1oxide, usually 1in "stoichio 
metric excess, is> ‘injected 'Jfrom ‘standpipe I5 ‘at 
tached to ía ‘sealed vessel " |16 «Sand controlled «by-‘1a 
slide ̀ valve ïl’l. „If ̀ >necessary r4alsmall `quantity Vof 
a .suitable .aerat'i’n‘g iagent, "such ̀ assteam, 4may 
be introduced ̀ into vpipe »I 5 ̀ and Salso yat the bot 
tomfo'f hopper LI-Ieèatl onecor more points to main 
tain ïth'eliînely divided ̀ ’ox-ide -ïin >fl-uidizeol Jcond-i 
tion. .As ~the up owdered 1. oxide lsweeps l up »through 
ïin'e fill ias tra Tdilute .turbulentsuspen‘sion -in -the 
carrier stream “of »gases` an Ivexo‘thermic [reaction 
eoinmence‘smin which the lc’arbïide `.of ithe metal 
i'sciiiormed. `Theudensity ofthe 'suspensionin‘this 
carrier `line is a »function-pf ith'e static .pressure 
and the preferredrange‘is‘ ̀ from 6:3 to ‘5.0 lbs/cu. 
it. `"T‘he i cptimumuvelocity of Athe-um‘ixture ̀ »is-«about 
20lto ̀ 30 Lft/sec. Such»conditionsßarereadily ob 
tained ïby `known ’ldesign principles in »selecting 
the proper pressure ‘drop :through `.pipe ¿E4 `and 
choosing aniinternal‘diameter for this -line‘ade 

i `quatewfor.theliiow ratesoffreac‘tants. >fl‘hefh'eat 
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necessary `to initiate .the reaction Alis `'-iurni'shed 
by theaferrosic "oxide whichgen-ters‘vpipe 1M »atfa 
temperature in »the neighborhood of -1000 ̀ degrees 

' Fahrenheit. for »the .producer »gas is »notfar` above 
atmospheric temperature. `A `water-cooled `re 
action cooler `Itis .provided Ato.Imaintaina @re 
action ̀ ten'lperature‘fof-550m 650 degrees ‘Fahren 
heit...ïn this vessel, ’the reaction ¿zone ~is Ylof 
greater crossesection’al ‘area 'than line ̀ ~ïlf1l,\thereby 
reducing the .velocitycof fthe-¿suspension ̀»to Labout 
3 i to i0 ̀ iii/sec. andi'ncreasingits ‘density to »ap 
proximately 20 to fiO‘Ílbs/icu. iît. Theï‘l'ength ‘of 
thisïreaction >zone is. of _course determined lby‘ the 
requirements .of «adequate y¿time »for ‘the lreaction 
and sufficient heat transfer ‘area ‘to `maintain 
the « reaction ‘temperature ̀ withir-i'the limits "indi 
cated. `Line. i5? ‘whichcarries ̀ thel'mixture lin‘to‘the 
closed vessel ̀ «2li fextends well‘down into the fin 
terior but not fbelow the surface =of thedense 
bed (approximately fZ0~fto »100 ïlbsf/cuQÍt.) of iron 
carbide 1 and l excess vïierrosic i oxide stored therein. 

At `this `„point thewg‘ases 1in `the mixture, chiefly 
carbon dioXideand Lnitrogen under “a `pressure 

" of A20 ¿to 30 p. s. i. fg., separate Lfrom the ‘finely 
divided solids, and the settling `‘or separation 
efñciency lis i enhanced greatly `by `‘the `downward 
discharge oi' »the suspensioninto-settler‘ëfß. The 
diameter-:of ̀ this vessel -is `selected to provide an 
upward‘velocity of gases therein of from 1-'to ‘2 
it./‘sec. 'and lits >length 'is designed to furnish 
storagespacei'or-an amplevsupply ‘lof the metal 
compounds plus `suñicient disengaging “space 
thereabove ï to- attain the ‘ optimum gravity lsepa 
ration‘oi’ powder from the‘gases. The gases are 
exhausted to the ̀ atmosphere through a ‘filtering 
device -2`i `and 'exhaust pipe "22. Any entrained 
iine particles are removed by the "filter, whichis 
preferably o'f porous metal or ceramic:construe--` 
tion, and consists oi several sections. n lvalve 
arrangement operated by an automatic time 
cycle controller (not shown) is.provided=to1clear 
the filter of adhering powder by blowing ¿back 
the exit .gases through each ̀ section‘of the-filter 
in succession.` `This mechanism Lis so 4Iadâusted 
as to always ̀be clearing ione section of the-filter 
while the other sections -arelñltering the exhaust 

. gases. lIrffa cycloneseparator'is“usedin place of 
thelíñlter, L‘the exit gases i"from ¿the cyclone “should 
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be passed through a Water scrubber to avoid the 
loss of fines. 
' In the event that either the nitrogen or carbon 
dioxide in the exhaust gases are to be recovered, 
line 22 is connected to an absorber or scrubber 
(not shown) where the carbon dioxide is dis 
solved by passing the gases through any suitable 
absorption liquid from which the carbon dioxide 
may later be recovered. The absorber eiiluent 
consists of relatively pure nitrogen contaminated 
with the rare gases of the atmosphere in small 
amounts along with lesser quantities of unre 
acted carbon monoxide and perhaps hydrogen. 
The hot metal carbide and oxide, at a tem 

perature only a few degrees below that in re 
actor IB, descend from tank 20 through stand 
pipe 23 controlled by slide valve 24 into a rapid 
current‘of hydrogen in line 25. Any aeration 
necessary for tank 20 or pipe 23 can be supplied 
by flue gases or by compressing and recycling 
the effluent from line 22. The hydrogen em 
ployed in this step is produced in excess in the 
oxidation of the metal as described hereinafter. 
Since this gas is comparatively cool, the hot 
solids furnish all or most of the heat required 
to start the rapid exothermic reaction. In pipe 
25 and enlarged reaction cooler 2G, which main 
tains the reaction temperature between 750 and 
S00 degrees Fahrenheit, the metal carbide in the 
suspension is reduced while in concurrent flow to 
iron and methane by the hydrogen which is 
preferably present in 10% stoichiometric excess. 
This powdered iron and ferrosic oxide suspen 
sion is then discharged by line 2l just above the 
bed of solids in hopper 2t where the pressure is 
in the 20 to 30 p. s. i. g. range. The methane 
and any unreacted hydrogen separate from the 
powder and leave through filtering device 29, 
similar to filter 2l. Thereafter the product gas 
is passed through pipe 30, cooler 3i and then to 
suitable storage facilities. 
From the bottom of vessel 28, where the density 

is of the order of 70 to 100 lbs/cu. ft. and its 
temperature only slightly below that of reac 
tion cooler 2t, the hot iiuidized metal and excess 
oxide iiow dov/n standpipe 32 controlled by slide 
valve 33 to carrier line 34 and are there picked 
up by a swift, valve-controlled stream of steam 
from the boiler t or reaction coolers. The tur 
bulent suspension of reactants passes through 
enlarged` reaction lcooler 35 maintained at 950 
to 1050 degrees Fahrenheit and the powder is 
deposited by pipe 3B in tank I6 on top of the 
layer of metal oxide which has a density of about 
50 to 80 lbs/cu. it. The steam enters transport 
line 34 at a pressure equal to the 20 to 30 p. s. i. g. 
maintained in hopper 9&5 plus the designed pres 
sure drop between the bottom of standpipe 32 
and hopper N. Its temperature is adjusted to 
the yminimum required to initiate reaction with 
the iron in the powdered mixture to form hy 
drogen and ferrosic oxide while in transport to 
the receiving hopper. 
The hydrogen and excess steam leave tank I6 

through the cyclone or iilter 3T which separates 
the ñnes. Since the steam constituent of the 
eii'luent in pipe 38 will inhibit the reduction of 
iron carbide by hydrogen in the following step 
of the cycle, as much moisture as possible iS 
condensed out of the mixture in a water-cooled 
condenser from which the condensate leaves by 
trap line 40 while the hydrogen passes up pipe 
4l. By suitable adjustment of valve 42 some 
or all of the excess hydrogen may be drawn off, 
if desired, through `line 43 as a substantially 
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8 
pure> product while the 'remainderis “recycled 
through pipe 44 and compressor 45 totransport 
line 25 for the reductionstage of the process. 
Any excess hydrogen'recycled> through the re 
duction step is not lost and will be recovered 
along with Vthe methane from cooler 3l. 
Where it is necessary, to aerate the bottom of 

tank 28 and/or line 32, this may be accomplished 
with either some of the excess hydrogen from 
pipe 43 or 44 or product gas from cooler 3l. 
In maintaining the desired concurrent flow 

in all three reactions involving fluidized solids, 
the maintenance of approximately equal veloci 
ties in carrier lines I4, I9, 25,21, 34 and 36 of 
from 20 to 30 ft./sec. is recommended and the 
densities in these lines are from 0.3 to 5 lbs/cu. 
ft. depending` on reaction pressure. .The veloci 
ties in reaction coolers IS, 26 and 35 are >pref 
erably 3 to 10 ft./sec. and the suspensions there 
have densitiesk of 20 to 40 lbs./cu. ft. In set 
tlers or hoppers I6, 2li and 2S, upward gas veloci 
ties of from 1 to 2 ft./sec..are preferred. . These 
velocities are obtained by designing this equip-V 
ment along the linesv indicated previously. 
The proper lengths of standpipes l5, 23 and 32 

are determined in conventional manner to pro 
duce sufficient fluistatic pressure to inject the 
solid reactant into the» carrier lines at suitable 

Since none of the i hoppers may collect 
fiuidized solids at a greater rate than the other 
settlers overan extended period without throw 
ing the` system out of operating balance, it is 
apparent that ̀ the flow rates of solids, calculated 
as Fe, down each of the three standpipes ̀ must 
be equal in the long run. Therefore, the op 
erating adjustments on the plant to attain the 
desired velocities and stoichiometry will be made 
on the iiuid reactants by means of the valves inV 
lines 2, 44 and the steam line. - -' 
In the event that it proves desirable to achieve 

better control of reactant temperatures, this 
may be readily accomplished by the installation 
of heat exchangers in one or more of the reactant 
supply lines (the standpipes and pipes I3 and 44) 
to heat or cool the reactant to the desired ligure.>` 

‘The process described above is cyclic and in 
volves the rapid circulation of iiuidized solids with 
the various reactions occurring simultaneously 
and continuously in different reaction zones. 
This represents the greatly preferred form; 
Nevertheless, it is readily apparent that the proc 
ess can be performed in an intermittent manner 
with all reactions occurring in sequence in a 
single reaction zone,»or alternatively in fixed beds 
of solids in three reactors using known cycle con 
trol devices. In such cases, the particle size of the 
solid reactant may range from the fine powders 
discussed hereinbefore up to granules of approxi 
mately %" diameter. However, it is to be under 
stood that the eiiiciency of the intermittent cyclic 
process is considerably below that or" the continu 
ous circulatory one because the reactor or reac 
tors would necessarily be kept at a single average 
temperature rather than in the optimum range 
for each of the reactions and the temperature 
control in a wide fixed bed is inferior to that ob 
tainable in a turbulent circulating suspension of 
the solids in a relatively narrow stream of gas. 
Where the fixed bed consists of granular rather 
than fluidized solids, the variations in tempera 
ture in various parts of the bed are far greater 
and higher reaction temperatures are required. 
In addition the operating costs of the intermittent 
process would obviously be much greater than the 
circulating continuous process. ` Y 
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thesis of methane from carbon monoxide and 
steam which comprises oxidizing a suspension 
of a carbide-forming fluidized metal obtained 
from the reduction step mentioned hereinafter 
with a carrier stream of steam at a tempera 
ture sufficiently elevated to produce principally 
hydrogen and an oxide of the metal, separating 
the hydrogen and said metal oxide, reacting a 
suspension of said iiuidized metal oxide with a 
carrier stream of carbon monoxide at a tem 
perature sufficiently elevated to produce a car 
bide of the metal, separating said metal carbide 
from the gases in the reaction products, reduc 
ing a suspension of said fluidized metal carbide 
with a carrier stream comprising at least a por 
tion of said hydrogen at a temperature suñi 
ciently elevated to produce the metal and a gasi 
form mixture comprising chieñy methane, and 
separating the iiuidized metal and the methane. 

15. A continuous cyclic process for the syn 
thesis of methane from carbon monoxide and 
steam which comprises oxidizing a suspension 
of fiuidized iron obtained from the reduction 
step mentioned hereinafter with a carrier stream 
of steam at a temperature of from 700 to 1200 
degrees Fahrenheit to produce principally hy 
drogen and ferrosic oxide, separating the hy 
drogen and ferrosic oxide, reacting a suspension 
of the fluidized ferrosic oxide with ̀ a carrier 
stream of carbon monoxide at a temperature 0f 
from A450 to 800 degrees Fahrenheit to produce 
a carbide of iron, separating said carbide of iron 
from the gases in the reaction products, reduc 
ing a suspension of said fluidized carbide of iron 
with a carrier stream comprising at least a por 
tion of said hydrogen at a temperature of from 
650 to 950 degrees Fahrenheit to produce iron 
and a gasiform mixture comprising chiefly 
methane, and separating the fluidized iron and 
the methane. 

16. A continuous cyclic process for the syn 
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12 
thesis of >a‘gas of high heating value Vwhich 
comprises burning carbonaceous matter in a re 
stricted quantity of air to form producer gas, 
oxidizing a suspension of y?luidized iron obtained 
from the reduction step mentioned hereinafter 
with a carrier stream of steam at a temperature 
of from '700 to 1200 degrees Fahrenheit to pro 
duce principally hydrogen and ferrosic oxide, 
separating the ferrosic oxide and the hydrogen, 
reacting a suspension of the ñuidized ferrosic 
oxide with a carrier stream of producer gas at 
a temperature of from 450 to 800 degrees Fahren 
heit to produce a carbide of iron, separating said 
carbide of iron from the gases in the reaction 
products, reducing a suspension of said fluidized 
carbide of iron with a carrier stream comprising 
at least a portion of said hydrogen at a tem 
perature of from 650 to 950 degrees Fahrenheit 
to produce iron and a gasiform mixture com 
prising chieñy methane, and separating the 
fluidized iron and the methane. 
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